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An able mathematician who is also an inspiring teacher is required for this large and successful 

department to teach full-time across the entire range of ages and attainment at Highgate from Year 

7 to STEP and Oxbridge preparation. There are twenty-four specialist teachers, who work in well-

resourced classrooms. The Department and the School have a proud record of both training 

teachers who enter without formal qualifications, and of providing suitable opportunities for 

professional development for established teachers.  

 

Applicants should be academically well qualified: it is expected that an applicant will have excellent 

grades in both Mathematics and, preferably, Further Mathematics at A-level or equivalent, and have 

taken a degree, or pursued a career, containing a significant amount of Mathematics. Applicants 

will look forward to the opportunity to inspire all pupils through their high standards of scholarship, 

their ability to relate to young people and the example they will set of innovative, clearly focused 

and responsive teaching, which goes the extra mile, and encourages pupils to do the same. 

Opportunities, subject to candidates’ experience, will be legion for those who wish to contribute. 

 

The Department teaches students to understand mathematical concepts, enabling them not only 

to apply methods correctly, but to enjoy doing so. Considerable effort is put into ensuring the 

experience of Mathematics that our students have is an interesting and engaging one. The fact that 

our students enjoy the subject is evident: Mathematics is the most popular A-level choice at Highgate 

with over half of our sixth form choosing to study it. Standards of achievement are high: this summer 

79% of A Level candidates were awarded a grade A* or A. There are around 35 Further 

Mathematicians in each year from which there are usually a number of successful Oxbridge 

applicants, both in Mathematics and related subjects. All pupils at Highgate study Mathematics in 

the core curriculum up to Year 11. In 2017-18, all pupils in Year 11 took the new AQA 1-9 GCSE 

qualification. 69% of pupils attained a grade 8 or a 9 (equivalent to an A* in the old grading system), 



and 99% a grade 6 or above. We are equally proud of our record in helping students who find it 

difficult to develop confidence in the subject or to achieve strong examination results; we have a 

Mathematics specialist working full-time in the School’s excellent Learning Support team. 

 
There is a suite of classrooms 

dedicated to Mathematics 

in Central Hall, the heart of 

the school, and a 

departmental office is 

located in the same 

building. The Department 

organises regular 

mathematical events, such 

as attending public lectures 

and inviting guest speakers 

to the School. The 

Mathematics Society is 

strong: this pupil led society 

meets regularly and well-

researched ideas are 

presented by both pupils 

and teachers on a wide 

range of topics. About 220 

students enter each of the UK Mathematics Challenges and a good number of Gold and Silver 

awards are awarded, with around twenty students qualifying for follow on rounds. In recent years we 

have had pupils placed in the top fifty nationally in both the Intermediate and Senior Olympiads.  

 

The Mathematics Department has 

pioneered partnership programmes 

with local Haringey schools, through 

which it hopes to reach out to pupils 

interested in the subject and 

provide them with opportunities to 

interact with each other as well as 

with our own pupils, so that they 

might share and develop their 

enthusiasm. The successful 

candidate will be willing to 

contribute to these programmes, 

and will be one of a team of 

teachers so doing. 

 
The School has in place DfE 

recognised arrangements for the 

Induction Year and the 

confirmation of NQT status and has 

considerable experience of and success in guiding entrants to the profession to qualified status. For 

all teachers new to Highgate, regardless of experience, there is a strong and supportive framework 

of induction to the School. 

 

Teachers at Highgate enjoy a welcoming, comfortable and exceptionally well-resourced 

environment and are provided with significant assistance from a range of support staff.  Salaries are 

competitive.  The School pays the employer’s contribution to the Teachers’ Pension Scheme. Terms 

are shorter than in the maintained sector. Staff have free access to the School’s sports facilities. 

 

The Heads of Mathematics, Polly Brownlee and Jonathan Wright (polly.brownlee@highgateschool.org.uk 

and jonathan.wright@highgateschool.org.uk), or James Newton, the Deputy Head (Academic) 

(james.newton@highgateschool.org.uk) will be happy to answer any questions. 
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APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

 

Please complete the on-line application form and attach a full curriculum vitae - including the names, 

addresses, telephone numbers and email contacts of two referees. 

 

Closing date 8:00am on 28 January 2019 but applications will be considered as they are received. 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


